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1. Inception 2. Execution 3. Release  

Phase The Idea Phase Design & Build Release & Iterate 

Obstacles 
You’ll Have

‣ Shiny object syndrome 

‣ Brainstorming alone 

‣Not knowing your users

‣ Different language and 
interests 

‣ Lack of buy-in and 
consensus 

‣No clarity as to functionality 

‣ Lack of launch QA plan

‣Not knowing what to do next 

‣No user feedback system

Toolkits 1. Brand Attributes Toolkit

2. User Definition Toolkit

3. Goal Setting Toolkit

4. Alignment Toolkit

5. Planning Toolkit

6. User Story Toolkit

7. QA Toolkit

8. Launch Plan Toolkit

9. User Testing Toolkit 

Team Feels: Purpose

Focus

Clear Priorities  

Motivation 

Commitment 

Clarity 

Confidence   

Adoption  

Learning 



Brand Driven Design

Three factors determine the direction your website and sales 
platform should take. The first factor is your brand: Who are 
you? What do people say about you? Everything from what 
type of content to color to interaction style depends on who 
you are.
The second factor is your goal: What goals are you trying to 
achieve with your initiative? Do you want to increase online 
sales? Do you want to make your customer service better? Do 
you want to increase enrollment? 
Finally there is the third and most important factor, which is 
your user. Who are they? What do they need? Meeting their 
needs is the key imperative. If we meet their needs, we have 
succeeded. 
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Branding vs. Identity

What is Branding?
A set of qualities, ideas, and attributes promised and delivered  in every 
experience and every interaction a person may have with a company
Branding is not objective; instead it is a set of feelings and philosophies.
It’s the gut feeling a customer gets when they think of you. 
The qualities that make up any company’s brand will inform the way that 
company presents itself and conducts business. From the highest levels of 
management to the smallest components of everyday interactions, a brand 
should be legible, clear, and well-articulated.

How is Identity different?
A Company’s Identity system is the visual expression of the brand through 
an identity (symbol and logotype), typography, color palette and layout.

But how do I define a brand?
A Company’s Identity system is the visual expression of the brand through 
an identity (symbol and logotype), typography, color palette and layout.
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Define Your Brand Attributes (Example) 
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In each of the categories below write  as many adjectives 
that describe your organization, idea or business.

General: We are:
(our culture)

Our users 
are:

 (our 
community)

Our Personality 
is: 

(brand voice)

We make you 
feel: 

(value, 
emotional, 
qualitative)

We tangibly help 
you: (benefit, 
time, money, 

quantity)

Creative
Innovative 
Fashionable
Chic 
Verite
Dynamic 
Useful
Fun
Entertaining
Seasonal
International
Colorful
Social 
Entrepeneurial
Trendy

Entrepreneur
ial
Insider
Creative 
Fashion
Fast
Cosmopolit
an
Serlf aware 
Diverse
Sophisticat
ed 
Family 
Opioniated 
Consumer
Inclusive
Innovative
Social
Innovation 
Global

Profession
al
Aspirational 
Busy
Sophistica
ted
Seeking 
Inspiration 
Influential 

Sophisticated
Authoritative 
Inclusive 
Fun
Spur of the 
moment 
Open
Fresh
Light
Authentic 

Inspired 
Aspiration
Special
Trendy
Informed 
Feel better 
about 
Happy
Yourself

•Make more 
money
Saves time
Grows 
network 
Save Money

______________ provide(s) ______________ to ______________ w a(n) 

_______________ and ______________ POV, to help them ___________ 

and _____________.

Product / Service Users  

Culture Personality 

Value

Benefits

Name (Your Organization) 

The 
Sartorialist.

Fashion
Inspiration

Seeking Inspiration Curios 
Users

Sophisticated Authentic be in the know 

save money 



Define Your Brand Attributes
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In each of the categories below write  as many adjectives 
that describe your organization, idea or business.

General: We are:
(our culture)

Our users 
are:
 (our 

community)

Our 
Personality 

is: 
(brand voice)

We make you 
feel: 

(emotional, 
qualitative)

We tangibly 
help you: 

(time, money, 
quantity)

______________ provide(s) ______________ to ______________ w a(n) 

_______________ and ______________ POV, to help them ___________ 

and _____________.

Product / Service Users  

Culture Personality 

Value

Benefits

Name (Your Organization) 



Detailed Instructions 

To watch a video on how to conduct this exercise go here:
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PWo9ofSPKa4&feature=share&list=ELYjUTmKWW8LA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PWo9ofSPKa4&feature=share&list=ELYjUTmKWW8LA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PWo9ofSPKa4&feature=share&list=ELYjUTmKWW8LA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PWo9ofSPKa4&feature=share&list=ELYjUTmKWW8LA

